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Suburbs Creep Toward Gridlock

— The Chicago Tribune, 23 February 1990

As congestion rises, so does the blood pressure of millions of

commuters who spend more hours driving to their jobs than

playing with their children.

Suburbs Becoming One Big Traffic Jam
— Chicago Sun-Times, 10 August 1987

The dimensions of suburban traffic congestion are staggering.

Get in your car and ride on the backroads of rural Lake County, for

example, and you'll find rush-hour traffic jams that take as long to

negotiate as any in the Loop.

No Easy Answers To Traffic Gridlock

— The Daily Herald, 4 January 1988

The subject? Traffic congestion . . . It's a problem which, left

unchecked, could impede the area's continued growth. If people

can't get around they won't want to live and/or work here.

Gridlock In Suburbs Only Getting Worse
— USA Today, 24 May 1988

No longer is gridlock just an urban horror. Traffic is swallowing

many of our suburbs, threatening the amenities that attracted people

in the first place—clean air, open spaces, high-quality services. And

it's threatening to put the brakes on suburbia's economic boom.

Technology May Untangle Traffic's Future

— Insight Magazine, 6 October 1988

If . . . people plod along like they are right now, 2020 ... is going to

be a massive gridlock and you'll be able to walk where you're going

on the rooftops of the cars that are all sitting in traffic.
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The Present

Congestion.

Suburban congestion is worsening on a daily basis as business and population

centers explode with growth.

The percentage of Americans living in suburbs has doubled since

1950, from 23% to almost 50%.

The United States has 160 million licensed drivers and 180 million

automobiles.

In 1988 there were 1.8 million auto-related accidents.

In 1988 cars spent 922 million hours in traffic delays. Without major

changes, this is expected to grow to 4 billion hours per year by 2005.

Private automobiles, with their huge space requirements, cannot provide the

solution to the suburbs' mobility crisis. They can only compound the problem.

However, traditional mass transportation responses have also failed to meet

mobility needs in these areas of rapid development. As the suburbs approach

gridlock, new answers must be found and new technologies examined.
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"The Authority and the Service Boards shall study

public transportation problems and developments

[and] encourage experimentation in developing

new public transportation technology..."

An Act Providing For The Establishment

of a Regional Transportation Authority

Section 2.09
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The Future

The Regional Transportation Authority, responding to its statutory obligation to

pursue new and appropriate mass transit technologies for the Northeastern Illinois

region, is proposing to evaluate an experimental transportation system to improve

suburban mobility:

Personal Rapid Transit

Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) may provide an innovative addition to the existing

family of mass transportation modes. The proposed system will feature person-

ally programmable cars seating no more than five individuals. PRT cars will

travel non-stop to the passenger's chosen destination and will require wait-times

of less than three minutes.

Personal Rapid Transit appears to be uniquely well-suited to the needs of today's

growing suburban activity centers. These areas have population and development

densities that are too small and widely dispersed to support traditional rapid

transit, but too large and concentrated to rely exclusively upon use of the automo-

bile. PRT may provide much of the spontaneity, flexibility and privacy of the

automobile without suffering from, and adding to, ground-level congestion and

pollution.

Personal Rapid Transit will offer:

Small cars seating no more than five passengers each.

Wait-times of less than three minutes.

Fully-accessible off-line stations, permitting riders to proceed

straight to their own destinations without intermediate stops.

Light-weight guideways which are unobtrusive and

aesthetically pleasing.

Fully-automated, computer-programmed travel.

Maximal passenger safety.
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The Test

As promising as this technology is, Personal Rapid Transit remains unproven.

The RTA is, therefore, proceeding with as much caution as enthusiasm. Before

committing to any system, we must clearly demonstrate that it will work in the

RTA region.

This is the beginning of an extensive engineering and testing process to develop

and prove an effective new transit service.

The RTA will fund two engineering studies of proposed PRT systems. Requests

for Proposals detailing the requirements of such a system will be issued to some

of the world's leading mass transit and industrial equipment manufacturers. The

study phase will take one year.

The second phase of the PRT process will be development of a prototype by the

selected manufacturer. This phase will take up to two years, and will include

construction of a test track and extensive product testing.

If these tests prove successful, RTA will move toward implementation of an

experimental PRT system in an appropriate suburban location.
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Questions About PRT

What is Personal Rapid Transit?

PRT is an innovative supplement to the existing transportation network.

PRT will offer:

Small cars seating no more than five passengers each.

Wait-times of less than three minutes.

Fully-accessible, off-line stations, permitting riders to proceed straight

to their own destinations without intermediate stops.

Light-weight guideways which are unobtrusive and

aesthetically pleasing.

Fully-automated, computer-programmed travel.

Maximal passenger safety.

Why do we need PRT?

If nothing is done to alleviate congestion in our fastest-growing suburbs, today's

gridlock will endanger the economic future of our region. PRT offers a new

alternative to automobile congestion and pollution in growing suburban centers.

It would complement existing and planned Pace and Metra service. PRT might,

ultimately, prove not to be the answer we're seeking. However, if we do not at

least give such promising new technologies the opportunity to fail, we will

never find the solution we need.

Who will pay for it?

The RTA will provide up to $3 million of discretionary funds for preliminary

engineering studies of the PRT system. If these studies prove positive, the RTA
will pursue public/private partnerships for further funding of the project. The

RTA will not seek federal funding of this initial demonstration.
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Where will it be built?

The RTA will solicit the participation of suburban communities interested in

exploring the benefits of PRT. We are urging communities to compete for the

opportunity to have the world's first working PRT system.

Will PRT replace Metra or Pace?

This system will not replace Metra or Pace. It will be used to supplement these

traditional services through eventual links to bus stops and rail stations. PRT is

designed to permit individual passengers to choose a variety of destinations and

travel to them with minimal delay and maximal privacy. It is only together with

Pace and Metra that a PRT system can begin to address the important problem

of suburban congestion.

Will PRT compete or conflict with the proposed

Central Area Circulator?

No. The Circulator is a high-volume system for the high-density downtown

transit market. We are considering PRT for suburban applications only.

The RTA just asked for and received more than $1 billion in

capital funds for renovation of its existing system. How can

you justify building a new system now?

We are not yet building a new system. We are testing a prospective technology

to see if it warrants addition to the RTA system. The capital rehabilitation of the

existing mass transportation system is the RTA's first priority. However, the

changing transportation needs of Northeastern Illinois are not being met by

traditional transit service. Through Personal Rapid Transit, the RTA can

explore a new technology which may answer these questions. PRT, if tests

are successful, should be able to offer more and better transit at less cost.
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Why not use traditional transit options to address

suburban congestion?

Because traditional mass transit does not respond well to the suburbs'

non-traditional transportation needs:

It is too expensive to build.

Suburban communities will not accept the large, obtrusive guideways

required by traditional transit.

Rights-of-way are too costly to acquire.

Traditional, high-volume transit technologies cannot economically

offer the type of service needed for most suburban applications.

PRT will meet the specific need for efficient public transportation between a

number of scattered service points with minimal delay. It is aimed directly at

attracting auto passengers from their cars, serving those without access to an

automobile, and providing options to suburban automobile congestion.

Will this replace the automobile?

Of course not. For many trips, however, PRT will be preferable to the automo-

bile. The system offers many of the desirable characteristics of the private car

along with certain advantages, such as non-stop travel, free of traffic congestion.

Will PRT be safe?

Absolutely. PRT stations will be small, simple and well-lighted, with clear lines

of sight. All stations will be constantly monitored by closed-circuit television.

Passengers will be able to board individual PRT cars as soon as they arrive at

stations. All cars will be equipped with special alarms and two-way communica-

tion systems, and will be continuously monitored by central security stations

with the ability to override the system and guide cars to the nearest PRT

safety point.
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Will the system be equipped to operate under severe

weather conditions?

The PRT will be designed to handle the full-range of Chicago weather,

including heavy snow, ice and high winds.

How big will the PRT system be when completed?

The system can ultimately be as large or small as desired, since it will be

relatively easy to expand an existing PRT system. For the purpose of this

demonstration project, the system will be one to two miles long.

When will this system be implemented?

It will take approximately five years to have the first PRT system up and

running. Before this can occur, however, intensive studies must be conducted

to ensure the viability of this new technology.

Is this an unnecessary risk of tax dollars?

By no means. The PRT, if proven successful, would offer an efficient and

effective alternative to suburban traffic congestion. Our ability to meet this

worsening problem with innovative services may well determine the future

economic health of Northeastern Illinois.

The RTA recognizes that any new technology carries some elements of "risk."

By approaching the PRT question on a limited and controlled basis, we mitigate

much of that "risk." However, if we fail to address the problem of suburban

congestion in a timely and effective fashion, what we risk is the economic

future of our region.
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Why hasn't PRT been tried before?

While, to date, a pure PRT system has not been implemented, variations on the

technology have met with success. Although the PRT concept has existed for

two decades, only in the past several years has implementation become feasible.

The 1980s brought both the refinement of microprocessor technology and the

establishment of high suburban population density—neither of which essentials

existed when PRT was first conceived.

Mass transit in the United States has become dependent upon century-old

technologies which are not meeting new transportation demands. The RTA
recognizes the need to pursue promising new technologies—like PRT—which

address developing problems such as suburban congestion.

Public agencies need to be held to a responsible standard in allocating public

monies. That conservatism, however, must serve public ends, not thwart them.

Because they are not allowed to fail, as private sector innovators are, govern-

ments have become afraid to support research and development—however

badly needed it might be.

The RTA recognizes that visionary and non-traditional approaches to mass

transit, based upon rapidly developing technologies are needed to meet the

challenges of the future. That is why we are testing PRT. The RTA also

recognizes its responsibility to prudently invest public dollars. That is

why we are proceeding through such a cautious, multi-phase process.

We will build a PRT system only after testing has convinced us that PRT works.
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PRT Update

Since the publication of this book, the Regional Transportation Authority

received 12 proposals from across the world to build a personal rapid transit

system. On October 1 1, after receiving a unanimous recommendation from a

task force that evaluated the proposals, the RTA Board of Directors awarded

two contracts for $1.5 million each. Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation

and Intamin AG were approved to conduct one-year studies of a proposed

PRT system.

The proposal from Intamin AG includes the participation of two subcontractors:

K.E.L. International Consultants, Ltd. and Jakes Associates. The proposal from

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation includes the participation of Taxi

2000 corporation; The Transportation Group, Inc.; Schroeder & Kreig, Inc.;

Force Engineering; The Riley Group; and Dr. Syad Nasar of the University

of Kentucky as subcontractors.

The Phase I studies will require the selection of at least three suburban sites

which offer the greatest potential for PRT deployment. The RTA has asked

that all interested communities submit a written request for consideration.

A conference will be held to solicit their input on a draft site selection proposal.
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